
EL EDEN
Colombia

El Eden is a blend from 16 entrepreneurial farmers in Armenia, Quindío region of
Colombia.



El Eden is a blend from 16 entrepreneurial farmers

in the Armenia, Quindío region of Colombia. The

second smallest department in Colombia, there is

a high concentration of coffee producers in the

area and it is one of the key production areas in

the country. La Floresta is the biggest of the

contributors to El Eden with a 94 hectare farm, and

80 hectares under coffee.

The name itself comes from the venue where the

group would hold regular meetings to discuss best

practices, business challenges and opportunities.

As a regular host of the meetings, the group came

to be referred after the venue – Rancho Eden –

and this transferred to the coffee they grow.

EL EDEN

Colombia

RacafeExporter

ArmeniaRegion

Coffee when harvested is brought to the Racafe

mill in Armenia, where it is sampled, cupped, and

graded. The overall blend profile is managed by a

separate cupping room facility where

consistency and quality are maintained.

Picking from their mainly Castillo and Catimor

planted fields, the coffee is typically wet

processed the same day as picking and dried on

either ‘Casa Elba’ Patios, drying beds either on

rails themselves or with a roof that is on rails to

protect from weather, or mechanical driers.

Castillo, Catimor, Caturra, ColombiaVarietals

WashedProcesses

April - July, October - NovemberHarvest

1300 - 1800 maslAltitude

16 farms Contributors

https://drwakefield.com/coffees/varietals/red-catuai/


Typically producing around 550 bags of green

coffee per year, San Diego is a farm of the

traditional type. From the wood lined outbuilding

that houses the washing station and channels

running to the fermentation tanks, to the Patio

Quindiano, a rarely seen drying bed system that

involves a perforated bed and wooden paddles

that turn a far thicker bed of coffee than you

would see on a patio or raised beds. 

Sr. Salvador has been the farm manager for a while,

having begun working with the family 46 years ago

(since 1976) when he was 16. 

SAN DIEGO

Contributing to El Eden

ArmeniaRegion

He’s passionate about keeping the farm updated

and has modified the washing system there to

pulp and ferment with much less water; what

once took 20 litres per kilo of parchment now

only needs 1 litre. The Patio Quindiano too whilst

looking good, has been replaced by a far more

efficient mechanical drier, and is only used in

times of exceptional cropping. 

Drying on the mechanical drier takes 35 hours, 20

hours for the initial moisture reduction on the

upper layer of the drier, before moving to a lower

layer and drying for a final 15 hours. The Patio

Quindiano takes around 45 hours in total. 

Castillo, Catimor, Caturra, ColombiaVarietals

WashedProcesses

April - May, October - NovemberHarvest

Sr. Salvador and Sra. Maydi

1400 - 1600 maslAltitude

Mrs Marieta Jaramillo VelezOwner

https://drwakefield.com/coffees/varietals/red-catuai/


A little to the North of Armenia lies La Bella.

Managed by Sr. Jair for the past ten years, with his

brother Edison taking care of the plants in the

fields. Mostly Castillo and Catimor, the recent in

crease in prices has seen them invest in planting

and renewing sectors of the farm. Castillo and

Catimor are seen as more productive, so a

favoured choice by many farmers in the region.

There is still some Caturra on the farm though,

with no plans to remove it just yet. 

2021 saw production dive to 350 bags from 690 in

the two years previously. Lots of rain was seen as

the cause, as there was no real dry period for the

trees to get stressed and therefore induce

flowering. 

LA BELLA

Contributing to El Eden

ArmeniaRegion

Although the farm has a Guardiola capable of

holding 6 tons of cherry (once it is depulped, so

around 2.4 tons), the Casa Elba is the preferred

method of drying. Not so much for the end

results, as Sr Jair is happy with both, but he is

concerned more with the use of energy, and the

effect on the planet with both consumption and

smoke it emits. It will be used in peak harvest, and

should yields be really high, they have a soaking

tank to rest the coffee in until space becomes

available. 

Pulping is carried out on a fairly new eco-pulper,

again with an eye to the benefits it can bring in

reducing water consumption. Drying on the Casa

Elba in good weather takes three days.

Castillo, Catimor, CaturraVarietals

WashedProcesses

April - May, October - NovemberHarvest

La Bella manager, Mr Jair

1450 – 1500 maslAltitude

Sra Luz Marina GamboaOwner

https://drwakefield.com/coffees/varietals/red-catuai/

